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I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the perturbed system 
x’ L A(t, LX) + B(t, x) 
and the associated unperturbed system 
i*) 
Y’ = 4&Y), (**I 
~~~~~A:JX~W”--~IW”,B:JX[W”-~~B”,J=[O,~-~~),/W=(--,+~O), 
are continuous. Let D(t), t E J be a continuous nonsingular n x rt matrix. 
A problem that has recently attracted the interest of the researchers [;I, 3, 
6-S] is the following: given a solution y(t) of system (w), what are the 
conditions on A, I3 which guarantee the existence of a solution x(t) of (*) 
with the property lim,,, /I D(t)(x(t) - y(t))\] = O? _x 
Our purpose here is to show that for quasilinear systems of the form 
x’ = A@, x)x + B(t, x), (1) 
Y’ = &,Y)Y, (II) 
where A is now an n x n matrix defined and continuous on / x W, the 
foregoing problem can be approached by a different method than the methods 
considered’ in the papers [2-4] and [6-81. In fact, let u(t) = D(t)(x(t) - y(t)), 
t E J, where x(t), y(t) are solutions of (I) and (II), respectively. Then, by 
differentiation of u (assuming that D is continuously differentiable on _T) we 
obtain 
44 = A&, *> r>* + B&, % Y), (1) 
where 
A& u, y) CZG [D’ + DA(t, D-h + y)]D-I, 
Bo(f, u, Y> = W.46 D-4 + Y) - 4~ YII Y + B(t, D-lu + YII. 
(2) 
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Thus, the previous problem is reduced to finding a solution a(t), t E J of 
(l), such that lim,,, u(t) = 0. In the previously mentioned papers it was 
assumed that A(t, x) is linear or continuously differentiable w.r.t. x. In the 
latter case we could apply Alekseev’s formula (cf., for example, [3]). 
We first state and prove a general convergence theorem for the system (I), 
i.e., we provide conditions under which the system (I) has solutions which 
are defined on J and converge to any a priori given vector f E PP. Then we 
use this theorem (in the case [ = 0) in order to obtain asymptotic equivalence 
for systems of the forms (I), (II) or of the forms (c), (M), where the vector 
A(t, U) is continuously differentiable w.r.t. U. The main feature of these 
results is that the desired solution x(t) of the system (I) or (*) is defined on 
the whole interval J. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Cz denote the space of all n-vectors of functions f which are defined 
and continuous on J, and such that Iim,,,f(t) exists and is finite. It is easy 
to see that CE is a Banach space under the norm 
where [j .I1 denotes the Euclidean norm on K?. For a proof of this fact the 
reader is referred to Avramescu [l]. Co will denote the space of all fe Cz 
such that lim,,,f(t) = 0. Co is a closed subspace of Cz, hence, a Banach 
space. ,!+r, PT will be the balls with radius Y > 0 in Cz, Co, respectively. 
Cc1 is the set of all f E Cz such’that Iimt,mf(t) = E. C,& is a convex and 
closed subset of Cz. We also use the symbol /I . /I in order to denote 
a convenient matrix norm. 
LEMMA 1. Let the system 
x’ = A(t)x + B(t) (3) 
be such that (i) A is an n x n matrix of functions defined and continuous on J 
and 
s m IIA(t)11 dt < + ~0; 0 
(ii) B: J-+ W, continuous and 
s ma 11B(t)11 dt < + ~0; 0 
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then all solutions of (3) belong to Cl, and, moreover, given any vector t E R?, 
there exists a unique solution x(t) of (3) such that lim,,, x(t) = 5. 
Proof. An application of Gronwall’s inequality proves that all. solutions 
of (3) are bounded, and an integration of (3) and taking of the limits in both 
sides proves their convergence to finite limits. Now let ,$ E LIB” and take k so 
that jj 8 jj < k. Then there exists T > 0 such that 
II E II + k jta II Awl ds + jtm II W)ll~ G k w 
for every t > T. Let Sk be the ball consisting of all n-vector-valued functions 
which are defined and continuous on [T, $-co) and such that 
It is easy to show that the operator W: Sk -+ Sk with the property, 
(wf>W = 8 - jtm 44fG) ds - jem B(s) & El 
has a fixed point in S,, which is a solution to (3) d.efined for all t > T. 
Since (3) is linear this solution can be uniquely extended to the whole interval 
[O, +a). Since W is a contraction, this solution is unique. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that in (3) B(t) = 0, t E J and that A is as in Lemma 1 
Then given t, s such that 0 < t, s < + 00, we have 
II -V)Ws)ll G exp [joa II -&)/I dr], 
where X(t) is the fundamental matrix of solutions of the system 
x’ = A(t)x, 
with the property X(0) = I. 
The proof can be found in [l]. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM. Assume that (i) the matrix A is defined and continuous on J x 88 
and such that jl A(t, u(t))/! < p(t)f or every (t, u) E J x Ctz (8 is aJixed vector 
where p: J -+ J, continuous and 
s m p(t) dt< + ~0, 0 
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and 
(ii} lim infm+m Ii= g suP~lecll&Fz ]I W, =)I1 f& = 0; 
then there exists a solution of the system (I) which belongs to CgE. 
Proof. Lemma 1 implies that for any u E CEz all solutions of the equation, 
x’ = A@, u(t))x, (mu) 
belong to C,t. Thus, if X,(f) is the fundamental matrix of solutions of (10,~) 
with X,(O) = 1, then lim,,, X,(f) = X,(a) exists and is a nonsingular 
matrix. In fact, if u(t) is a solution of (lO,u), then v(t) = XJt) v(0) and 
& v(t) = pcix X,(co)v(O) r= 5, 
where /] 5 ]] < +co. It follows that if X,(a) were singular, then there would 
exist at least one more solution 9s to the equation X,(co)g = 5. This would 
in turn imply that the solution of (10,~) with initial condition q0 converges to 
i as t + + co, a contradiction to uniqueness which is ensured by Lemma 1. 
Thus, for every u E C,l the matrix X,(co) is nonsingular. Now let s,(t) be 
the solution to the system 
x’ = R(E, u(t))x + B(t, i%(t)), (11) 
with the property Em,,, U x (t) = f. The existence of x,(l) is guaranteed by 
Lemma 1. Moreover, x,(t) satisfies the equation 
(12) 
for every t > to . Muhiplying by XpL(tO) X;‘(t) we obtain 
%&J = x~(t~)x~l(t)x~(t) - -%&J i; x;w w, f4s)) & (13) 
which, taking the limit for t -+ + oo(l] X%(&J X$(S)[ ( is bounded by Lemma 2) 
yields 
(14) 
Obviously we can replace 1, in (14) by any t 2 0, in which case we get 
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Letting 
and taking into account Lemma 2, we obtain 
Now consider the operator T: C,Z -+ Csz with (3%)(t) = xU(t), u E CEE. 
We show &at there exists a positive integer n such that TB, C B, , where B, 
is the set of all functions f E C,Z with the property jj f jib < 71. Assume this, 
is not the case. Then there exists a sequence of functions fn E B, such that 
II Tfn I/b 2 n, n = 1, 2,... * 
It follows from (16) that 
a contradiction, because the inferior limit of the last member of (17) is zero. 
Thus, TB,, C Bno for some positive integer 1~s . Now let t’, t” be such that 
0 < t’ < t”. From . 
x&> = E - jtm 4, 44)ds> ds - jtm B(o, 44) 4 08) 
we get 
where q(s, no) = supllullG~O /I B(s, u)II. It follows from (19) that the set TB, 
is equicontinuous. 
To show the uniform convergence of TB,@ , let E > 0 and Q(e) > 0 be 
such that 
no jtm ~(4 ds + iw ds, no> ds < 6, (20) 
for every t > Q(E). Then 
II %@> - 4 II < E for every t > Q(E). (23) 
The set TB,@ is uniformly bounded, equicontinuous, and uniformly con- 
vergent.1 It follows that TB, is relatively compact in Cz. For a proof of this 
statement the reader is referred to Avramescu Cl]. It remains to show that 
1 As defined in [I]. 
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the operator T is continuous. To this end, Iet f% ) f E Bse be such that 
liw,, ]]fm - f]]b = 0. It follows from the compactness of TBne that for 
some subsequence (ec,.J of zc, = Tfn we have lim,,, ]] zr, - u jib = 0, 
where u is an element in TBno . Since the sequences, A(<f%$,(t)) z+*(t), 
A(t,fkm(t)), converge pointwise to A(t, f(t)) u(t) and A(t, f(t)), respectmely, 
and 
applying Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem we obtain Tf = u. 
We have actually shown the following: every subsequence of TfiL contains a 
subsequence converging to Tf. This proves the continuity of T. By 
Tychonov’s theorem, T has a fixed point in TB%, , and this proves the 
theorem. 
Assume now that the vector A(t, u) in (*) has derivatives (M,/ay), 
i,j = 1, 2 )...) n defined and continuous on J x IW, and let x(t), y(t) be 
solutions of (*) and (a*), respectively. Let 
It can be easily seen that 
where z(t) zz z(t) - y(t)- consequently, the function z(t) satisfies the system 
x’ = -w 3 + y, Yb + B(t, 5: -t Y>> (23) 
where 2 = (&(t, x, y)), i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Since the system (23) is of the form 
(I), Theorem I holds for (23) provided that y is fixed. We are now ready 
for the follo~ng two corollaries. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let y(t), t E J be a jixed so&ion of the system (II). Let the 
matrix A,(& v, y) and the vector B,(t, v, y) satisfy the assumptions on A, B of 
Theorem 1, respectively, for 8 = (0, O,..., 0). Then there exists a solution 
x(t), t E J of system (I) such that 
p+t II W)(x(t) - y(t))ll = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let y(t), t E J be a$xed solution of the system (M). Let the 
matrix .Z(t, z + y, y) and the vector B(t, x, y) satisfy the assumptions on A, B 
of Theorem 1, respectively, for 5 = (0, O,..., 0). Then there exists a solution 
x(t), t E J of the system (*) such that 
kz II x(t) - y(t>li = 0. 
It is obvious now that we can easily obtain results concerning the converse 
problem as well as the asymptotic equivalence of the systems (*), (w) or 
(I), (II). Lipschitz conditions on the vectors A(t, x)x, B(t, x) (resp. A(t, x), 
B(t, x)) guarantee uniqueness of the solutions which exist by Corollary 1 
(resp. Corollary 2). For such considerations the reader is referred to the 
papers in the references, especially to those of [3, 4, 6-81. 
4. DISCUSSION-EXAMPLE 
Let us now denote by CD the space of all functions fi J + An which are 
continuous and such that I/ D(t)f(t)ll < Kf , t E J, where Kp is a nonnegative 
constant depending on f. Then it is easy to see that if D-l(t) is continuous, 
then the space CD is a Banach space under the norm 
An important closed subspace of CD is the space CsD consisting of all 
functions f 6 CD such that Em,,, j/ D(t) f (t)ll = 0. We shall show that the 
problem of asymptotic equivalence for Volterra integral systems can be 
studied by use of the space COD. Analogous results hold also for the space CD. 
Consider the Volterra system 
x(t) = h(t) + Jot [A(t, s, x(s))x(s) -I- B(t, s, 4411 ds. 
Then, for f E COD, we have the linear system 
XAt) = Q&l + Jot -4t, s, f(Ws> ds, 
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where Qf(t) = h(t) + J”: B(t, s,f(~)) ds. A ssume that rf(t, S) is a resolvent 
kernel associated with the matrix &t, S) = A(t, s,f(~)). Then (25) can be 
written as follows: 
dt) = QM - It r&, u)Q&) du. (26) 
Evidently, (26) provides the means for a priori uniform bounds of 
D(t) x$(t). Now for f E COD consider the operator T: f -+ x, , where X~ is the 
unique solution on J of the system (25) ( assuming that it exists). Then the 
problem of the existence of a solution x E CsD to the Eq. (24) is actually a 
problem of finding a fixed point for T, provided of course that TCoD _C C,,D. 
It should be mentioned that the topology of CD (or Csn) is stronger than 
the topology (of uniform convergence on compact subintervals of J) of the 
space C of all continuous functions f: J --t R”. Thus, the previous problem 
can be solved through admissibility of the operator U: C--f C such that, 
forfEC, 
(Uf >(t> = it c‘m $9 f Wf (4 + WY s, f WI d& 
EXAMPLE. An interesting class of matrices A(t, U) and vectors B(t, U) 
satisfying the assumptions of the theorem is the following: 
-4(t, 4 = Pi&> g&4 w, 4 = 4iP) J44, 
where pij , gij , qi , hi are continuous, / p&t)1 < p(t), t E J with 
s 
mp(t) dt < + 00, 
0 
km s(t) dt < + co, 
1 gij(u)j < K (=a fixed positive constant) and 
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